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fokus GmbH Leipzig is an engineering company delivering digital documentations in
the fields of architectural photogrammetry, building deformation surveys, large scale
digital documentations for conservation as well as software development since
1993.
The emphasis of our work is the complex geodetic support of monuments and other
high quality building restoration objects. Our work assists architects and planers as
well as conservators, building archaeologists and other cultural heritage specialists.
The described quality grades are based on our long lasting experience in the areas
of documentations at real conservation and restoration projects. These works create
the working basis for architects and conservators to fulfill subsequent planning and
documentation works. Designing and implementing these methods we are ambitious
to carry them out cost-effectively and ensure that these can be repeated at a later
date.
At the same time it is essential to compromise according to prior agreement with the
client between the technical possible and the actual reasonable technique.
Considering the complexity and the scale of the project as well as the available
budget a reasonable decision will be found corporately.
During the decision making process always the question arises about the later use
of our work (CAD-evaluation, additional photographic record or mapping base for
documenting conservation measures, damages and findings).
All the following specifications of scales apply in connection with an uniform image
resolution of 400 dpi!
Digital image plans / documentations (2D image rectification)
1. for architectural façades in the scale of 1:50 to 1:100
2. for natural stone façades in the scale of 1:10 to 1:25
3. for wall paintings in the scale of 1:10 to 1:25
4. for paintings / panels in the scale of 1:1 to 1:5
Digitally unwrpapped views and 3D ortho-projections
5. unwrapped views of simply curved surfaces
6. photogrammetric ortho-projections on the base of digital surface models
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1. Digital image plans for architectural façades at the scale 1:50 to 1:100
Digitally projective rectified images (2D) are a cost-effective alternative to CADplots. The result combines the photographic condition record with the exact
geometry and permits a CAD-evaluation as well as the to scale mapping of the
particular rectification planes.
For the documentation of façades with multiple planes the images are rectified by
means of control points. These points are surveyed with reflectorless totalstation
and are used to rectify the various 2D-planes projectively and to mount the rectified
images to large image plans.
Depending on the façade structure and the available budget the amount of the
included rectification planes are subject of agreement with the client prior to the start
of works. Cornices and windows are usually not considered and depicted with
perspective error.
With an image scale of 1:50 to 1:100 and 400 dpi image resolution an image point is
3.2 to 6.4 mm large.
Technical Equipment:
The images are captured with a digital medium camera (9000 x 6800 px) and focal
lengths of 28 to 500 mm. For special applications we use a full-frame DSLR-camera
(7300 x 4900 px) and focal lengths of 12 to 800 mm. Correction parameters for
distortion and chromatic aberration are calculated for all lenses.
Depending on the height of the object and the space available the use of hoisting
platforms and cherry pickers are recommended to avoid large perspective views
from below.
Control points are surveyed in an uniform coordinate system of all sub-parts of the
object with an electronic totalstation.
Usually, local position and height references are used. The benchmark (height
reference) is provided by the client. Its transformation to the superior height system
is possible at any time.
The projective rectification and montage of image shots is carried out with our own
inhouse developed software metigo®MAP. Colour balancing of the imagery is
achieved by means of Adobe Photoshop CS6. The image mosaics are provided with
a grid in the object's height system and a scale bar.
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Fig. 1:

Wissenschaftszentrum Berlin, Reichpietschufer 50, image plan total view, original processed to scale
1:50, 400dpi

Fig. 2:

Wissenschaftszentrum Berlin, Reichpietschufer 50, detail of the image plan 1:50, 400dpi
red marks = scaled plane
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Alternative – Ortho-projection of scanned data:
To produce graphical façade plots ortho-projections of 3D-scan data can be used
alternatively to the CAD-evaluation of rectified images. An advantage is the potential
measurement including all façade planes at heavily structured façades. A
disadvantage is the missing detail resolution which challenges the use for
restoration documentations.
This might be in the simplest case an ortho-projection of greyscales deriving from
the intensity values of 3D-scans (reflections of the laser measurement).
In a second operation the point cloud can be coloured in by additional imagery.
Therefore, these images have to be orientated photogrammetrically within the
coordinate system of the point cloud.
This is suitable for a precision range of the evaluation of 1:50 to 1:100.

Fig. 3:

Lübeck, Holy Gost Hospital, W-façade, image mosaic total view, original processed at the scale 1:25,
300dpi, ortho-projection with coloured 3D-point cloud (without surface model)
colouring of the points with photogrammetric orientated large format shots (PhaseOne)
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Fig. 4:

Lübeck, Holy Gost Hospital, W-façade, detail of the ortho-projection 1:25, 300dpi,
left: grey-values of intensity values of 3D-scans
centre: interpolated point cloud coloured with large format image
right: resolution in the ortho plan 1:25, PhaseOne

2. Digital image plans of natural stone façades at scale 1:10 to 1:25
Digital image plans in this photographic reproduction quality are generally used for
conditon mapping and for invoicing documentation in stone conservation.
The result combines the condition documentation in high photographic quality with
precise geometry and enables a CAD-evaluation as well as true-to-scale mapping.
Areas with perspective errors in the projection, e.g. at cornices and window jambs,
are completed by manual measurements.
To record façades with various planes images for each 2D-plane are rectified
projectively by means of control points surveyed with a reflectorless totalstation and
mounted to an image mosaic.
Depending on the façade structure and the available budget the amount of the
included rectification planes are subject of agreement with the client prior to the start
of works. Cornices and windows are usually not considered and depicted with
perspective error.
With an image scale of 1:10 to 1:25 and 400 dpi image resolution an image point is
0.6 to 1.6 mm large.
Technical Equipment:
compare paragraph 1.
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Fig. 5:

Bielefeld Old Town House, elevation of façade at Niederwall, image mosaic total view, original
processed at the scale of 1:10, 300dpi

Fig. 6:

Bielefeld Old Town House, location of elevations and plans, 1:10 / 1:20
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Fig. 7:

Bielefeld Old Town, elevation of the façade at Niederwall, detail of the image mosaic 1:10,
300dpi
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3. Documentation of wall paintings at the scale 1:5 to 1:20
To document the condition of wall paintings image plans are produced in high
photographic quality to scales of 1:5 to 1:10.
A challenge doing are large mounting projects due to the large image resolution. In
addition the user wants to evaluate several image plans based on different image
capture techniques (daylight, IR, UV, UV-fluorescence, sided light) or various stages
of conservation within one single mapping project.
To document large wall faces connectedly images are rectified by means of pass
points measured with reflectorless totalstation and are mounted to image plans.
To achieve the required image resolution a suitable set-up for photography has to
be carefully planned prior to the start of work.
Besides image number and feasible shooting distance (forced by the size of the
camera sensor and the focal length) special attention has to be taken on a
homogeneous lighting of the object by daylight lamps or a professional flash-gun
camera.
With an image scale of 1:5 to 1:20 and 400 dpi image resolution an image point is
0.3 to 1.3 mm large.
Technical Equipment:
compare paragraph 1.
Use of cameras specially modified or digital camera backs for IR- and UV-images in
connection with diverse filters.
For lighting special day light lamps (cold light luminants) for digital photography as
well as professional flash-gun cameras and UV-lights are available. Polarisation
filters are applied in addition for IR- and UV-shots.
Colour checker and grey value charts are used at the object for later colour
balancing. Image processing is carried out at a colour-calibrated image processing
workstation. Ageing resistant pigmented inks and if required baryta paper for longterm archiving are used for plotting.
Digital image rectification supported by matching is carried out by metigo MAP
version 4.0 developed by fokus GmbH Leipzig.
For image capture the camera is set to RAW-format. The shots are developed to
TIFF-format by the software Capture One Pro of Phase One. At the same time the
individual images are checked and if necessary the colour temperature is balanced.
Contrast and brightness of the individual images are balanced at the mounting
edges with Adobe Photoshop CS6. The image plans are labeled with a grid in the
used height system and a scale bar.
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Fig. 8:

Potsdam, Sanssouci Palace, ceiling in the vestibule, coloured rectified image, original processed to scale 1:5 with
300dpi resolution.

Fig. 9:

Potsdam, Sanssouci Palace, ceiling in the vestibule, left to right coloured-, IR- and UV-fluorescencerectified image, detail in the processing scale 1:5 at 300dpi
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4. Documentation of paintings to scale 1:1 to 1:5
To prepare a piece of fine art for conservation, to assist its investigation and for the
final documentation of conservation measures photographic records in diverse
spectral ranges are essential.
Beside digital image plans at scales up to 1:1 superimposed image plans using
sided light, UV-reflectography, UV-fluorescence, infrared and x-ray imagery as well
as historic photography (also using image material of our clients) are produced.
Image rectification and montage by means of natural object pass points cannot be
realised using image resolution within the sub-millimeter range. Therefore, image
rectification is always carried out in two operations:
1. rectification of a total image by means of pass points measured with the
totalstation in reflectorless mode.
2. rectification of detail shots on basis of the rectified total image. Thereby tie points
for image rectification are determined automatically by means of matching
algorithms in sub-pixel accuracy.
This procedure enables the accurately fitting rectification and montage of detail
images to a total image free of any interferences even in the sub-millimeter range.
The image material is processed in a comprehensive colour management process
starting with grey and colour references whilst image capture on-site, the RAWdevelopment at colour-calibrated workstations to the plot with non-ageing pigmented
ink and on baryta paper for long-term archiving if required.
With an image scale of 1:1 to 1:5 and 400 dpi image resolution an image point is
0.06 to 0.3 mm large.

Technical Equipment:
compare paragraph 1 and 3.
On demand X-ray images are realised in cooperation with the photographer Asmus
Steuerlein, Dresden, via a mobile X-ray machine on-site.
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Fig. 10:

Matthias Grünewald, Stuppach's Madonna, panel, details of the rectified and mounted images, original
processed at a scale of 1:1, 400dpi
figures clockwise - upper left: sided light before conservation 2012, UV-fluorescence image after
conservation 2012, condition 1926 after removal of later retouches, condition of 1926 colour composite
before conservation.
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Fig. 11:

Matthias Grünewald, Stuppach's Madonna, pannel, condition after conservation 2012, detail of the
rectified and mounted images 1:1
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5. Unwrapped views of simple curved surfaces
Depending on the object geometry image plans are produced for simple curved
object surfaces, e.g. apsis, vaults, voutes or exterior façades by unwrapping on a
fitting cylinder or on an arbitrary section line.
Tacheometric measurement of 3D-coordinates for image orientation as well as
section lines for the determination of cylinder parameters or arbitrary sections for
unwrapping in a CAD-System. Photogrammetric orientation of shots by position
resectioning or bundle adjustment.
Image scale and resolution are selected as subject to the object requirements as
described below paragraph 1-4.
Technical Equipment:
Compare paragraph 1 and 3
metigo®3D, an own software-development by fokus GmbH Leipzig is used to
produce unwrapped views and ortho-projections of surfaces. The images are
mounted and labeled with metigo®MAP. Contrast and brightness are balanced on
the margins of the individual sub-images in Adobe Photoshop CS6. Image plans are
labeled with a grid in the used height system and a scale bar.

Fig. 12:

Gernrode, Stiftskirche St. Cyriakus, digital unwrapped view. original processed in the scale of 1:20 at
300dpi resolution.
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Fig. 13:
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Paderborn, Cathedral St. Maria, St. Liborius, St. Kilian, digitally unwrapped view of the south staircase-tower,
original processed at the scale 1:25 at a resolution of 300 dpi.
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6. Photogrammetric ortho-projection on basis of digital surface models at
scales 1:50 to 1:100
Heavily deformed and structured objects as well as multi-curved surfaces (e.g.
cross-vaults) are projected orthogonally on digital surface models (3D-laserscan) of
a plane or an average cylinder.
3D-coordinates for image orientation and orientation of 3D-scans are measured by
totalstation in an uniform coordinate system.
Section lines are recorded to determine the cylinder parameters or arbitrary paths
for unwrapping in a CAD-system.
Object surfaces are 3D-laserscanned with a ground resolution of 2-3 mm. The point
clouds are registered, orientated and joined via these 3D-coordinates. A true 3Dtriangulation is calculated to create a 3D-surface model.
Smaller surfaces of only slightly structured objects can be 3D-modelled by automatic
photogrammetric evaluation of point clouds (SfM, e.g. AgiSoft PhotoScan). The way
of the generation of point clouds is freely selectable. Essential is that accuracy and
detail of the surface model are according to the required evaluation scale of the
ortho-projection.
Image orientated by position resectioning or bundle adjustment can now be
calculated as true 3D-orthoprojections supported by the surface model.
The image shots are ideally orthogonal to the individual section of the surface model
to minimise the unavoidable geometry errors of the 3D-laserscans.
The selection of image scale, resolution depend on the requirements as described
above below paragraph 1-4.
Independent from object size and evaluation scale orthogonal projection has to be
calculated with far higher costs as for 2D-image rectification. In this sense
advantages and disadvantages have to be premeditated on the special
requirements of the object..
Advantages:
- Unrolling and montage of multi-curved surfaces (e.g. cross-vault) or clearly
structured façades are possible;
- superimposed evaluation of several image capture campaigns and methods
(day light shots, IR, UV and Uv-fluorescence shots) are possible.
Disadvantages:
- 2-3 times higher expenses by laserscanning / triangulation as well as due to
additional work by photogrammetric image orientation;
- further imagery to avoid perspective occlusions in the image;
- for larger projects considerable amount of additional data as a result of 3Dprocessing.
- The quality of the surface models (3D-Laserscan) is missing in areas of
object edges and detailed façade ornaments the required geometric
resolution, as well as the image resolution required at scales of 1:10 – 1:25.
Therefore, image defects in the image plan for the mapping are unavoidable
.
Technical Equipment:
Paragraphs 1 and 3
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The software metigo®3D, an in-house development of fokus GmbH Leipzig, is used
to create unwrapped views and ortho-projections. For image montage and labelling
metigo®MAP is used.
The captured shots in RAW-format are developed to TIFF-format by the software
Capture One Pro of Phase One. At the same time the individual images are checked
and if necessary the colour temperature is balanced. Contrast and brightness of the
sub-images is balanced at the montage edges were in Adobe Photoshop CS6. The
image plans are labeled with a grid in the height system used and a scale bar.

Fig. 14:

Haufeld, St. Christopherus church, 3D-surface model as displayed by metigo®3D

Fig. 15:

Haufeld, St. Christopherus church, ortho-projection scale 1:10, 400dpi
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Fig. 16:

Haufeld, St. Christopherus church, detail of the ortho projection 1:10, 400dpi
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Fig. 17:

Würzburg, Cathedral St. Kilian, Schönborn chapel, ortho projection processed at the scale
1:25

Fig. 18:

Würzburg, Cathedral St. Kilian, Schönborn chapel, detail of the ortho projection,
1:25 - areas with missing image information at blind spots
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